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The Tribe expounds the joyful creation of new Earth. What happened after the legendary battle of
Machu Picchu? What is Christ consciousness? Who are the Gifted? What is Ecstatic Tantra and
Kundalini? Discover the love of soul mates and intimacy of kindred spirits. Celebrate a new way of
life: One Tribe. One Love. One Planet. My books provide a mystical and connected pathway toward
knowledge, peace and joy. The Tribe is a stimulating thought-provoking story and concluding book
in the advanced trilogy 5D - Star Child - The Tribe. Read the first chapter free by clicking Look
Inside.Stephen Shaw is a Spiritual Teacher and Author. His books and seminars aim to raise
individual consciousness and contribute to spiritual awakening. Stephen has travelled across the
world, encountering African, Peruvian and Mexican shamans, Bhutanese monks, global enlightened
masters, sensual tantrikas and divine healers. All this has culminated in radical personal
transformation, highest spiritual teachings, access to the multi-dimensions, and immersion in the
Light. Stephen Shawâ€™s mystical books reveal the secrets for deep love, profound healing, joyful
living and spiritual transcendence. Visit the website: www.i-am-stephen-shaw.comExcerpt of
Customer Reviews (from USA book page):â€œ50 Shades of spiritual yumminess!! Immerse into
delicious Tantra. Ponder the mystery of the chakras and Kundalini. What are soul mates and
kindred spirits? What is the dream-cycle of Love? Absolutely adored this beautiful book!! Essential
reading on the spiritual Path.â€•â€œA beautiful love story ... a Utopic vision of new Earth ... rekindling
the connections with the Council of Light... intensely passionate book exploring the dimensions of
sensuality, chakras, Kundalini and cosmic love.â€•â€œThe Tribe is an enlightening story, guiding
human kind to the coming of the Golden Age. Each and every book of Stephen Shaw gradually
guides us to shift consciousness and opens the path to awakening. The Tribe goes way beyond
spiritual insights and offers proper teachings and tools through its way of educating and widening
perspectives, while caressing the deep senses of your whole being. It is a profound experience,
earthy and divine, fine and smart, funny and arousing, true and sincere. Science, Spirituality, Love
and Light all merge through the beautiful writing of the author. Let yourself be transformed by this
Tantric journey, and rediscover your Eden.â€•â€œA brilliant story of what our futures together can
really be! The author paints with great lucidness the portrait of our true emergence as a human
culture, and an interstellar family. Very advanced, very heartfelt, with layers of mystical teachings
hidden in the writing. Intriguing and thought-provoking.â€•â€œA beautiful story of intense
unconditional love and devotion of the divine soul. Wonderful and mystical teachings wrapped
together and woven throughout a luscious journey. This book explores the reality of how Earth
should be for everyone. A must read for anyone on a spiritual journey.â€•
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A brilliant story of what our futures together can really be! The author paints with great lucidness the
portrait of our true emergence as a human culture, and an interstellar family. Very advanced, very
heartfelt, with layers of mystical teachings hidden in the writing. Intriguing and thought-provoking.

The only complaint I have is that it was too short! I wanted more!The perfect kind of Love, and that's
all there was... At first when I read the first sexual encounter, I wasn't sure I liked it being that I read
all the books and I wasn't ready for that... Then it quickly turned into a Divine Love... And I fell hard
in Love with this story... I felt I belonged and wanted to be part of this New Earth...PERFECT!Adam
and Eva create Eden... Loved IT! â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸•â•¤ï¸• Thank you Stephen Shaw for once again
immersing my soul/heart into this beautiful story.... Feeling Alive!Much Love and Respect, Isabel

The Tribe is an enlightening story, guiding human kind to the coming of the Golden Age. Each and
every book of Stephen Shaw gradually guides us to shift consciousness and opens the path to
awakening. The Tribe here go way beyond spiritual insights and offers proper teachings and tools

through its way of educating, widening perspectives while caressing the deep senses of your whole
being. It is a profound experience, earthy and divine, fine and smart, funny and arousing, true,
sincere. Science, Spirituality, Love and Light all merge through the beautiful writing of the author.
Let you be transformed by this Tantric journey, and rediscover the Eden that you are. Must read!

Yet another brilliantly written narrative by the master storyteller Stephen Shaw â€“He has taught me
that anything and everything is possible. If itâ€™s a conscious thought and your heart beats fast to
its words, then it is meant to be and you can make it so.A conscious and loving relationshipâ€¦.one
that we all want and search forâ€¦a new worldâ€¦what is our soulâ€™s purpose here and what part do
we play in all this? Can we really make a difference?Does anyone else see a great movie in
Shawâ€™s book series? - Gail Michael

Shaw is in a class of his own. Original concepts; intimate knowledge of tantra; deep wisdom from
the multi-dimensions; immersive radiance of the Light. These books take spirituality to a whole other
level. The Tribe is a climax in the series, well worth reading! However, you should read the books in
sequence as they build on each other.

The Tribe gently leads you to imagine a future utopia, living amongst like minded people, spiritually
enlightened human beings who live how they love and love how they live. You find yourself
contemplating the lives of future generations, how they will live, and where. Surely, there will be
great changes on earth for many reasons. The Tribe will make you conceive of living in a commune
in peace, harmony, and active creativity. I only wish it existed in the here and now!

A lusty, scrumptious story that weaves love, trust, light and compassion into a blanket of what we
believe to be our own Eden. As always, Stephen Shaw manages to fulfill every facet of a story that
holds our hearts and minds with deep, passionate love, intrigue and most of all, unity of a Tribe.
Thank you Stephen!

An excellent continuation of the series of books that lead you gently from one lesson to another.
Each book is very thought provoking and leads you forward on your spiritual path as you integrate
the lessons.This newest book in the series shows the way humanity could and should be moving
forward, as one tribe, into a better, kinder, purer and more loving future.For me each book has
brought together and made sense, of all I have learnt over the decades, in an easily digestible form

helping me take giant steps forward and expanding my knowledge immeasurably.Well worth
reading all the books, especially in order, to get the most from the teachings.
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